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INCREASING SNOWMELT RATE ON PARK ROADS 

YELL-N-61 

William H. Hendrickson 

This report probably will terminate my participation in the 

study since a transfer from Yellowstone is thought an early 

possibility • 

. Megahan (1968) made several laboratory tests aimed at increasing 

snowmelt and is a reference for th~oretical implications of the 

practice. Slaughter (1966) has included in his review many prac

tical applications of increasing snowmelt. Informal contacts with 

Yosemite, Sequoia-Kings Canyon, and Mount Rainier national parks 

lead me to believe that these are sources of empirical information 

that is probably as good as any that can be found. 

Timing the Application of .! Blackening Substance 

As reviewed in my January 31 progress report on YELL-N-61, it 

appears that snow blackening has a chance to produce results when 

the snow is in an isothermal condition, i.~., the whole body of snow 

is at 32° F. Such a case is true when snow melts on its own. 

There is data available to tell when the isothermal condition 

might be present; these are the snow pillow recordskept by the 

Soil Conservation Service. A snow pillow allows a stack of snow to 

be under constant observation for its weight. When weight loss 
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begins to occur, melting has begun, and this must be the time when 

an isothermal condition holds. 

While there is variation at individual pillow sites from year 

to year, one can look at the record and generalize that isothermal 

conditions are present May 1. Blackening material applied to snow 

May 1 will greatly hasten the melt. The deeper the snow is, the 

greater the advantage to be gained because we are talking about a 

procedure that will occur on its own anyway, but which if speeded 

has the best opportunity to show results when the r11n is longest. 

Attached is 1968 data from two snow pillows. Isothermal condi

tion at West Yellowstone was established about April 22, whereas 1050 

ft. higher, it established April 28. If a blackening material can 

speed snowmelt by a factor -of 2, and if it was in place on the day 

of isothermal establishment, we are talking about snow being gone 

from a West Yellowstone site on May 1, and from a Madison Plateau 

site on May 16. If the rate increase is 3-fold, the dates would be 

April 28 and May 10. 

Blackening Materials 

The . lengthy review of several possible materials that could 

be used will not be developed in detail here. Considering Yellow

stone 1 s park status, the major considerations DI.1st be for possible 
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implications as for effect on natural ecosystems. The material should 

not be too exotic either in composition or amount. A specific concern 

would be that it should not be carcinogenic, as many oil derived carbon 

black substances are. This considers unestablished ecosystem impact, 

as well as concern for the individuals making the application. 

Three materials drop out for consideration': fragmented coal, 

charcoal, and Nuchar(!). 

Fragmented coal was used in one Yellowstone trial last year. It 

proved effective on a 1-mile stretch of the Tower to Canyon road 

over the shoulder of Mt. Washburn. About 1000 lbs. was used and we 

are thus led to believe that this is the application rate desired per 

mile. Mount Rainier uses coaldust but I have not been able to deter

mine the application rate there. The coal used in Yellowstone was 

from a local supplier who sold it by the sack at $1.00 per sack 

(these were estimated to be 50 lbs. each and this accounts for the 

1000 lbs. per mile application rate cited above). Cost thus comes 

out at $20.00 per mile. 

Instinctively we know that coal is not an ecosystem constituent 

in most of Yellowstone and from this instinct I am inclined to not 

~ecommend using it. 

5 
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Charcoal is used at Yosemite and Sequoia-Kings Canyon. It is 

applied at the rate of 250 lbs. per mile and at $180.00 per ton, 

thus costs Yosemite $22.50 per mile. We have a tentative quote 

from Husky Oil Company for charcoal made from lignite coal at 

Dickinson, North Dakota, of $18.00 per ton. This is unbelievably 

low and confirmation of a cost ne.ar this price makes charcoal a 

clear .advantage. We are supposed to receive a confirmed price on 

April 5. Presumably the one or two tons of charcoal that can be 

used in trials this year can be scheduled to arrive from Dickinson 

in time for late April use. Especially if a ·low price is quoted, 

it would be advantageous to send a park truck after it. 

The advantage of the lower application rate for charcoal says 

much about the efficiency of laying it on the snow. One ton of 

charcoal carried on an oversnow vehicle will, by Yosemite's exper

ience, treat 8 miles of road; whereas one ton of coal, by the exper

ience in Yellowstone last year, treats only 2 miles. 

Charcoal is part of Yellowstone's system and the application 

indicated is counted insignificant when measured against that which 

normally accrues from a forest fire. It is worthwhile considering, 

however, how different this Husky product is from native lodgepole 

pine char. 

6 
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Nuchar~is a chemical pulp byproduct, made by West Virginia 

Pulp and Paper Corporation. Megahan's (1968) experiments showed it 

to be markedly superior in increasing absorbed radiation; his Figure 

2 is attached and shows the comparative performance of Nuchar with 

several other carbon blacks and coal and coke. Nuchar was the 

superior performer; coal was the poorest one. 3.8 grams of coal on the 

2 ft. diameter plot, for instance, was markedly inferior in this 

laboratory trial to ~ gram of Nuchar. 

Thus, when Megahan speaks of using 300 pounds of Nuchar per 

acre and we translate this to 400 pounds per mile and make a compari-

son with what we feel to be an approximate amount of coal, 1000 pounds 

per mile, we are probably talking about different performance levels 

and are not able to correctly reckon comparable costs. 

Nuchar, however, appears so expensive, $0.13 to $0.15 per pound, 

that only very carefully controlled application and performance 

observations will allow us to determine if it can be competitive 

costwise. 

Nuchar should be the most ecologically compatible, since lesser 

amounts of it would be used. In spite of any coD.llotation it has as a 

chemical byproduct, it is the activated charcoal used in the food 

industry and in water purification. 

7 
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In the longer range, a material like Nuchar may become cheaper 

in price as other paper mills under political pressure seek to reduce 

the pollutants they release and, like West Virginia Pulp and Paper 

Company, convert the black liquor to charcoal. A recent advertise-

ment in the Wall Street Journal (March 3, 1971), for instance, 

implies that the St. Regis Paper Company has just begun to do this. 

Application of the Blackening Material 

Much tinkering may be required to develop machinery to disperse 

the finely powdered Nuchar. And this is another reason for suggesting 

that a decision to use this material couldbastbe made at a later date. 

The park has a sandspreader mounted on a sled that it used to 

disperse the coal last year. This worked reasonably well but it was 

apparent that the equipment could be much better modified to give a 

better measure of precision to the spreading of the coal. This 

equipment may work with the charcoal but, again, modification that 

we would gain insight to through experimental use is probably much 

needed. 

Yosemite's experience of several years with charcoal should be 

sufficient to tell us instantly about the machine we should have 

to use this material. They use a blower, introduce the charcoal into 

the air discharge, and run the air-charcoal mix through two 4" hoses 
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to near the. snow level where it is discharged through 4" pipe that 

has been flattened to a \" vertically-measured opening. 

Reconnnendation 

Check out the Husky charcoal confirmed price that is promised 

to be quoted to us on April 5. This likely will be so advantageous 

that it will pay Yellowstone to begin this year to develop experience 

with this blackening material. This should be done even if we have 

to send an NPS truck to Dickinson, North Dakota, to get the charcoal. 

The machinery experience of Yosemite should be directly adapted here. 
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Appendix 

1. Tb.e ·use of charcoal for snow melting at Yosemite (notes from 

conversation with Bob Fleming February 1971). 

2. Report from Ken Emerson with list of su~pliers (9 October 1970) 

3. Annual Progress Report, RSP-61 (for 1970 year) 
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The use of Charcoal for snow melting at Yosemite (notes from 

conversation with Bob Fleming February 1971). 

Tioga Pass Road. Start charcoal laying in April, not later than the 

15th. (They have a real advantage here--snow in the Sierra at this 

date is pretty sure to be in an isothermal condition. Furthermore, 

their obligation is to get the road open by Memorial Day, a late 

date). In 1968, the road happened to be allowed to open by May 10. 

Charcoal size: A mixture of finely ground up material with match-
. 

head size the largest. A subsequent note stated that it conformed 

to this sieve analysis: 

Sieve size 

1/4" 
110 
120 
140 

1200 

Percent passing 

100 
70-85 
10-20 
3-8 
0-2 

Charcoal procurement: 1970 (above specifications) in 50 lb. bags. 

13 tons at $180.00 per ton from Redwood Enterprises, 78 1st Street, 

San Francisco, California 94105. 1967 (commercial grade, ground, 

size L0300) in 50 lb. bags. $178.60 per ton fob Yosemite, Lazeri Fuel 

Co., P. O. Box 34051, San Francisco, California. 

Charcoal dispersion: Use a centrifugal blower, put the charcoal 

into the emerging airstream. In the earlier years of experience with 

using charcoal, they had used a crop duster and fed the charcoal into 

the suction side. This was harsh on the impeller and the blades 

had to be replaced. 

J 
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A hopper by gravity feed through a 4" pipe leads to a Y that is the . ., 

blower discharge. The charcoal-air mix thence goes to two flexible 

pipes led to two nozzles that are made from flattened 4" pipe so 

that they are about 12" x 8 or 10". 

The rig is sled mounted that is about 10' long and 6' wide and can 

carry 40 or 50 of the 50 lb. bags of charcoal. 

Use 1 ton of charcoal/8 miles (250 lbs. per mile)--written statement-

or 400 to 500 lbs./mile--oral statement. 
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· Department of Chemistry 
College of Letters and Science 

Mr. WiLLiam Hendrickson 
Mammoth Hot Springs 
YeLLowstone National' Pa~k,, Wyoming 

Dear Bi-LL, 

9 October 1970 

Enclosed is my report of what I can glean from the Library 
here on tampbLacks and reLated' materiaLs. l have attached· a 
L'ist of suppfiers; There are at Least that many more suppliers 
fisted; and I have picked these more or Less at random from 
the List in the cited reference. 

Sorry to be s..o slow on this •. Will do my best to answer. 
any further questions on it,, specific. or otherwise. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Emerson 
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Forms of powder.erEcarbon- a very brief survey 9 October 1970 

TO: Bill Hendrickson 

From~ Ken Emerson 

There are- three forms . of carbon which seem apt to be usable 
for your .snow~me l ting app Lications.. The-se· are commercially 
designated lampblack, carbon black, and wood char.. I do not 
think there will be any significant difference in efficiency 
of the three forms,, but /.' know of. no. way to establish this 
firmly except to do a series of experiments. You will remember 
that my concern was that some Lampblacks might be carcinogenic; 
r think this is indeed the case, because they are currently 
made by cao·L tar degradati:On. Carbon black is made from natural 
gas and' should be nearly free of carcinogens. Wood char is 
made by pyr.oLyzing woodl and ha.£ aLl sot:rfs or. things in it besides 
carbon, but I can find no data as to it$ carcinogenic properties. 
t:t may well be very safe,, since it is essential Ly a. naturc:tf. 
product. 

£ampbLacN and carbon bLacR ar.e both wideLy available commercially~ 
and I have attached a List of. suppLiiers and their. addr.esses.. The 
•ource /' have Looked at contained no prices,, but a.t a· guess fampb LaclC 
will b• cheaper than carbon black .. Wood ohar. must also be available 
commerc ia Lly, but /: have not found · any supp l'iers l i.sted.. It could 
be that §reat Western Sugar- in Billings could give us a list of 
supp Liers,, because it has been used: in the· sugar industr.y at times. 

There are two other commercially available forms of powdered" 
carbon which I have omitted above~ acetylene black and bone char. 
Acetylene black might well be very suitable, since it is almost 
p·ure carbon, . but it is relatively expensive.. Bone char is also. 
quite expensive.. Bones. for burning evident Ly are hard to get. 

I think from my studies that lampblack will turn out to 
be the cheapest of the three forms... /: do not th ink that the 
possibt'e carcinogenicity h a practical worry for a pi Lot project,, 
or even for large scale applications in the park over a span of 
fwo or three years.. However. if. the use of LampblacR. as a snow
m•lting agent develops into a routine technique which would be 
used indefinitely, then I feeL that the carcinogenicity of ¥11~ 
various forms will need. to be considered and counted into the cost 
of the raw material in some way .. 

My primary source of. information for this report wa.s "The 
Carbon and Graphite Handbook",, by C. L •. Mantell-', , l:nterscience 1968. 
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eartial' List of Suppliers 

United.Carbon Co~ Inc. 

Texas Eastern Building 
Houston, Texas 77000 

Col"umbian Carbon Co •• 

380 Madison Avenue 
New York 17, New York 10017 

Witco Chemical Co~ 

122-24 East 42nd. Street 
New York 17, New York 10017 ? 

Continental Oit Black Co. 

Continental Carbon 
P. O. Box 2197 
Houston, Texas 77000 

Phillips Chemical Co. 

(Phillips Petroleum) 
Bartlesville, Oklahoma 
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. INVESTIGATOR: 

THE POSSIBLE USE OF A RADIATION ABSORBING 
MATERIAL TO HASTEN ROAD SNOW MELT 

(RSP-61) 

William H. Hendrickson and D. A. Mccann 

OBJECTIVES: With the knowledge that Yosemite and Sequoia-Kings Canyon 
National Parks apply a charcoal product to the snow on 

roads to hasten spring melting, this study was initiated to evaluate the 
possibility of using snow additives to open Yellowstone roads by encouraging 
snow melt and to evaluate what the ecological implications of this practice 
might be. 

METHODS: The published record of what has been done elsewhere is 
being pursued. The climatic regime where favorable 

results obtain is compared to that in Yellowstone. Some empirical field 
trials are made. 

RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION: 

Results of a late spring field trial made in 1970 with 
granular coal confirm that faster snow melt indeed will 
occur. One thousand pounds of the coal were spread 

through a one mile length of road on the north side of Mt. Washburn 
on May 11. The foot deep snow cleared within three days • 

. 
The problem is now seen as a three-fold one: Selection of a suitable 
material, identifying an appropriate time to apply it, developing a 
technique to make the application. 

Material 

Megahan (1968) conducted studies involving several substances and came 
to conclude that NuChar{!}a product produced by the West Virginia Pulp 
and Paper Company warranted recommendations from a consideration of its 
efficiency and cost. He suggested a rate o·f 300 pounds per acre. The 
powdered coal used last year was from a supplier at the park boundary. 
These may be the two materials that new trials utilize. A clear-cut 
difference should develop since there are indications that NuChar •:If) may 

'-be thirty times as effective in radiation absorption whereas the price 
difference for the material itself may be only six times that of coal. 

~ of Application 

Consideration of snow melt data supplied by the Soil Conservation 
. Service allows the conclusion that the climate here is such as to start 
melting on about May 1. There is a wide variance from year to year. 
At elevations below 7,800 feet, snow water content tends to remain 
steady through March and April, ;Ls.:. accumulation of snow weight stops. 
This allows the prescription that blackening material may be applied on 

• 
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any sequence of predicted storm-free days after March 15. Trials in 
different years will indicate how effective the technique is in promoting 
a May l road opening. 

At higher elevations, where snow, as measured by its water content, 
continues to accumulate ·until melting begins, the prescription is to 
apply the blackening material on about May 1. 

Dispersing Technique 

A self-powered light weight blower apparatus that would be smaller and 
lighter suggests itself as having an advantage over the rotating vane 
sand spreader which was used last year. There would seem to be benefit 
from drawing a furrow into the snow at . the same time; it might melt to 
the asphalt first and bring more speed to the whole process. 

PLANS FOR 
1971: 

REFERENCE CITED: 

The ecological effect of the use of any technique and 
material that seems useful should be evaluated. 

Megahan, Walter F. 1968. · Increasing snowmelt rate by surface 
additives. Ph.D. Thesis, Colorado State University. 175 p. 
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